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Abstract
Heavy oil in Middle East fractured carbonate reservoirs account for 25–30% of the total oil in place in the region. 

Production of heavy oil from such reservoirs is thought to play an important role in the future of the ever-growing 
world’s energy consumption in which Iran’s recoverable heavy oil is more than 85 billion barrels. The offshore 
Ferdows field in Iran is reportedly on the order of 30 billion barrels of oil and holds perhaps the greatest promise to 
add significant future carbonate heavy oil production within the region.

With depletion of conventional petroleum reserves and increase of hydrocarbon fuel demand, there is no doubt 
that there will be a tremendous demand on the development of heavy oil reservoirs in the coming decades. Despite 
its strategic importance, recovery of heavy crude from fractured carbonate reservoirs has found limited applications 
due to the complexity of such reservoirs. As most of the oil is stored in matrix due to its higher storage capacity than 
fracture network, reservoir development plans will aim at maximizing the matrix oil recovery. For reservoirs with 
high recovery factor, minimizing matrix residual oil saturation is a critical issue to extend the life of the reservoir. For 
reservoirs with low recovery factor, accelerating the production rate is more vital. For each of these reservoir types, 
different Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) methods should be considered and implemented accordingly.

In this study, a comprehensive review is conducted to figure out the feasibility of heavy oil recovery from fractured 
carbonate reservoirs by use of Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS), Steam injection, In-Situ Combustion (ISC), Steam 
Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD), Vapor Extraction (VAPEX) and Expanding Solvent-Steam Assisted Gravity 
Drainage (ES-SAGD). 
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Introduction

Carbonate reservoirs introduce great challenges due to their 
complex fabric nature (low matrix permeability, poor effective 
porosity, fractures) and unfavorable wettability. These challenges are 
further displayed when combined with increased depth and low grade 
oil (high density and viscosity). A huge amount of oil is contained in 
such reservoirs without any technological breakthrough for improving 
the recovery efficiently [1].

Until recently, heavy oil reserves did not attract much interest. The 
lowest oil profitability, the low price of the oil barrel in the international 
market, the difficulties involved in its extraction and its refining, and 
the large amount of light and medium oils to be explored could not 
justify the investments. Maturity of light and medium oil fields and the 
significant increase in oil price placed that source of energy under a 
new perspective. It is possible to increase heavy oil recovery in some of 
these reservoirs with the help of enhanced oil recovery processes, thus 
enhancing oil field productivity and profitability. Screening criteria 
have been proposed for all enhanced oil recovery (EOR) methods by 
SPE [2] for conventional reservoirs (Table 1). 

The most proven approach to produce heavy-oil reservoirs is 
through thermal methods, specifically speaking steam injection. Yet, the 
typical reservoir engineering approach is based on mobility reduction 
by reducing oil viscosity through effective heating, and by producing 
oil through viscous and gravity displacement. In carbonate systems, 
which are fractured in general, introduce rock complexity at different 
scales, i.e., faults, fissures, micro fractures, vugs, poorly interconnected 

matrix pore structure, and unfavorable wettability are combined with 
high oil viscosity. Thus oil recovery from this type of reservoir becomes 
a real challenge and classic thermal application theories fail to define 
the process. Main drive mechanisms in fractured reservoirs are shown 
in Figure 1 [2,3].

Thermal methods (steam injection or in-situ combustion) and non-
thermal methods (VAPEX) may be cited as examples of such processes.

Some processes involve both vertical and horizontal wells, as 
demonstrated by recent progress on certain technologies, such as 
measuring while drilling (MWD), which improved the success of 
horizontal wells, reducing any drilling navigation problems. Horizontal 
wells have shown high efficiency in terms of oil recovery, due to 
intrinsically larger reservoir contact areas. However, they are still more 
expensive than vertical wells. Therefore, an economical evaluation is 
necessary to compare oil earnings and costs before selection of the 
most appropriate configuration. Example of the technologies that 
use horizontal wells are: steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD), 
expanded solvent with gravity drainage (ES-SAGD) and vapor 
extraction (VAPEX). These technologies improve the fluid contact 
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area in the reservoir, the sweep efficiencies and oil production. They 
may also reduce production costs. Thermal oil recovery methods have 
proven to be successful in most applications. This can be due to the 
fact that the oil viscosity is much more reduced by these processes. The 
chosen method should be carefully evaluated and the analysis should 
consider physical reservoir parameters, results from similar reservoirs, 
teamwork experience and reservoir simulations [4-6].

In this research, different methods of enhanced heavy oil recovery 
from fractured carbonate reservoir are studied. With regard to special 
characteristics of fractured carbonate reservoirs, study of these methods 
is important for both screening and implementation.

Enhanced Heavy Oil Recovery Methods
Cyclic steam stimulation (CSS) 

Cyclic steam stimulation (also known as huff n’ puff) was 
accidentally discovered in Eastern Venezuela in 1959. In this process, 
steam is injected under high pressure and temperature. The high 
injection pressure dilates or fractures the reservoir rock and the high 
temperature helps to reduce oil viscosity. The cyclical injection takes 
place in three stages: injection time, soaking time, production time.

At the beginning, oil is produced at high rates, which eventually 
begin to rapidly decrease. The cycle can be repeated several times, 

whilst still economically viable. This process has as main advantage the 
fast return during early production. However oil recovery can be as low 
as 10 or 20% of the original oil volume [7].

This process can use horizontal and vertical wells [8], depending 
on the reservoir thickness. The cyclical steam injection has been 
used in several oil fields with success, like in Alberta, Canada, where 
oil viscosity is about 100.000 cp. In heavy oil fields of Venezuela and 
Brazil this thermal recovery method has also been used with success. In 
California, it is used as a first stage before continuous steam injection. 
Recently, this technology has also been used in horizontal wells. 

Dominant mechanisms in heat transfer are: conduction and forced 
convection during injection, conduction and a minimum convection 
effect during the soaking period, and counter current of convection-
conduction during the production period.

It is important to highlight that in cyclical steam injection the 
reservoir can contain such viscous oil that can be considered solid. The 
steam role is “to dissolve that solid” and to allow it to flow through 
the reservoir [9]. One of the operational conditions in that process is 
related to the steam required to increase the reservoir temperature to a 
certain level, taking into account the heat losses. 

The soaking time after steam injection can vary from a few days 
to weeks. There are different opinions regarding optimization of the 

Oil Properties Reservoir Characteristics
Detail 
Table 
in Ref. 

16

EOR
Method

Gravity
(°API)

Viscosity
(cp) Composition 

Oil
Saturation

(%PV)

Formation
Type

Net
Thickness

(ft)

Average
Permeability

(md)

Depth
(ft)

Temperature
(°F)

Gas Injection Methods (Miscible)

1 Nitrogen and flue 
gas >35↗48↗ >0.4↘0.2↘ High percent 

of C1 to C7
>40↗75↗ Sandstone or 

carbonate
Thin unless 

dipping NC >6,000 NC

2 Hydrocarbon >23↗41↗ <3↘0.5↘ High percent 
of C2 to C7

>30↗80↗ Sandstone or 
carbonate

Thin unless 
dipping NC >4,000 NC

3 CO2 >22↗36↗a <10↘1.5↘ High percent 
of C5 to C12

>20↗55↗ Sandstone or 
carbonate Wide range NC >2,500a NC

1-3 Immiscible gases >12 <600 NC >35↗70↗ NC

NC if dipping 
and/or good 

vertical 
permeability

NC >1,800 NC

(Enhanced) Waterflooding

4
Micellar/Polymer, 
ASP and Alkaline 

Flooding
>20↗35↗ <35↘13↘

Light, 
intermediate, 
some organic 

acids for 
alkaline floods

>35↗53↗ Sandstone 
preferred NC >10↗450↗ >9,000↘3,250 >200↘80

5 Polymer Flooding >15 <150>10 NC >50↗80↗ Sandstone 
preferred NC >10↗800↗b >9,000 >200↘140

Thermal/Mechanical

6 Combustion >10↗16→?
<5,000

↓
1,200

Some 
asphaltic 

component
>50↗72↗ High-porosity 

sand/sandstone >10 >50c <11,500 
↘3,500 >100↗135

7 Steam >8 to 
13.5→?

<200,000
↓

4,700
NC >40↗66↗ High-porosity 

sand/sandstone >20 >200↗2,540↗d <4,500 ↘1,500 NC

- Surface mining 7 to 11 Zero cold 
flow NC >8 wt% 

sand
Mineable tar 

sand >10e NC
>3:1 

overburden to 
sand ratio

NC

NC=Not Critical
Underlined values represent the approximate mean or average for current field projects
aSee Table 3 Ref. 16.
b> 3md from some carbonate reservoirs if the intent is to sweep only the fracture system
cTransmissibility >20 md-ft/cp
dTransmissibility >50 md-ft/cp
eSee depth.

Table 1: EOR screening criteria for conventional reservoirs [2].
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soaking time. In some cases, mechanical and operational considerations 
will favor a short closing time in the steam injection. The treated well 
is then put in production and should produce by natural lifting, with 
its own reservoir energy, during days. This is desirable, because the 
imposed bottom well pressure tends to prevent water flashing at high 
temperatures. In the following period, the well will have to be pumped. 
In some cases, sand control becomes the main operational problem. 
Frequently, oil rate decreases in subsequent cycles. If the cyclical 
injection is to be followed by a continuous injection – as observed in 
recent times – it will be desirable to determine the number of cycles 
that will maximize the oil recovery for the cyclical injection and steam 
injection.

Sometimes maximum cumulative oil can be obtained, with 8 or 9 
cycles, but the response for a cyclic steam injection varies considerably 
with the reservoir characteristics. Fractured reservoirs studies show the 
importance of capillary imbibition on the process. Fracture frequency 
has very minimal effect in the process. As an example, for highly tilted 
and thick California reservoirs, gravity drainage is dominant and many 
cycles are possible, since less viscous, warm oil continue to flow down 
in the direction of the producing well. Regardless of the reservoir 
type, the cyclic injection becomes usually less efficient with increasing 
number of cycles. This fact is evident in several production statistics. 
The average and maximum rates as long as total oil recovery decrease 
in the last cycles [10].

Continuous steam injection

The injection of steam as a recovery method for heavy oil has been 
used for many years. In this process steam is continuously injected in 
one or more vertical wells, and the oil is pushed away to producing 
wells. Since this process requires injectors and producers, a larger area 
inside of the reservoir is embraced, and oil recoveries higher than those 
provided by cyclical steam injection are obtained. Oil recovery in this 
process can reach up to 50% or more, but thermal efficiency is lower 
than in cyclical steam injection. Heating of the oil has the following 
effects: Thermal expansion, Viscosity reduction, Activation of solution 
gas drive, Distillation (thermal cracking) and potentially wettability 
modification [11].

Gravity drainage is one of the most important mechanisms by which 
oil is recovered from fractured reservoirs. Steam injection in fractured 
carbonates containing heavy oil is considered. The viscosity effect here 
is most important, improving Gas-Oil Gravity Drainage (GOGD) rates 
to commercial values. Another steam based EOR method that used in 
fractured carbonate reservoirs is Thermally Assisted Gas-Oil Gravity 
Drainage (TA-GOGD). In TA-GOGD process, steam is injected into 
the reservoir and heats the rock matrix blocks through the higher 
permeability fracture network and improves oil recovery principally 
by reducing the oil viscosity and thus increasing the rate of gravity 
drainage through the matrix. TA-GOGD can be summarized by the 
statement “steam in gives oil out”, so the major development choice 
is the selection of the appropriate steam rate for the development. The 
optimum steam can be selected on a base case based upon one or more 
economic parameters. However, given the range of uncertainties due 
to fracturing, a risked economic parameter approach was taken using 
the scenarios of low case fracturing, base case fracturing and high case. 
Steam injection scheme taking account gravity is shown in Figure 2 
[12,13].

Recent projects for oil recovery have proposed the combination of 
vertical and horizontal wells, but some technical problems still exist 
such as minimization of the impact of the gas cap and of water influx. 
The methods of continuous and cyclical steam injection are frequently 
combined and used [14], whereby wells produce oil through cyclical 
stimulation before the beginning of continuous steam injection. In 
the case of very viscous oils, stimulation prior to continuous injection 
is essential to obtain flow communication between injectors and 
producers. This communication can be established through the 
creation of fractures among the wells, which can be done by injecting 
steam at sufficiently high pressures. 

Oil recovery in this process depends on several factors [15], such 
as viscosity decrease, oil swelling and, most importantly, the reduction 
of oil saturation in the steam zone. The displacement efficiency 
is increased by the heat to the proportion that more oil flows. Oil 
saturations behind the steam zone can be as low as 5%. 

In the steam displacement experiments in fractured models, it was 
found that the steam enters into the fracture or the matrix depending 
on the steam rate. If the capillary number exceeds the critical, steam can 
displace the fluids in the matrix, otherwise it moves into the fracture 
only. Effect of fracture intensity on oil recovery of steam injection Figure 1: Main drive mechanisms in fractured reservoirs [2].

Figure 2: Steam injection scheme taking acount gravity [12].
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is shown in Figure 3. This Figure shows that in continuous steam 
injection, higher fracture density results in higher early production 
rate, but as the fracture’s oil depleted, oil production from matrix 
blocks are almost the same [16].

In-situ combustion (ISC)

 This process was first tested in Pennsylvania in the early 1950s. 
Over 200 in situ combustion field tests and commercial operations 
have been carried out worldwide, but only a few are still in operation.
The in situ Combustion method begins with the injection of heated 
air into the oil reservoir. Heat is generated as a result of oil oxidation, 
increasing the temperature. Continuing the Oxidation, the temperature 
eventually reaches the so-called “ignition point”, when the combustion 
is established. At that point it is necessary to inject cold air to provide 
continuity to the process. The combustion front displaces any trapped 
reservoir fluids (including injected gases and those resulting from 
combustion), up to the producing well. In this process care should 
be taken with parameters such as combustion temperature and 
gravitational segregation of the gases that leads to early combustion 
zone breakthrough in the producers.

In Iran, carbonate rocks are bearing the most of heavy crude oils. 
Running in-situ combustion process in carbonate reservoirs might be 
risky due to the probability of decomposition of the rock and production 
of carbon dioxide at high temperatures. While decomposition occurs 
in dolomite or limestone, the rock will change in to a powder like 
material that will definitely cause plugging. The effect of fractures 
could be sometimes very dramatic. Since fractures may lead to oxygen 
breakthrough and failure of the process. Besides all these concerns 
economy and instrumentation requirements are other considerations 
that should come in to account. Usually, long term investigations and 
studies are conducted before choosing a reservoir for this process. One 
of the most important parts of these studies is the feasibility study. 

Before field implementation, feasibility studies are carried out in 
order to understand whether the process is possible on the rock and 
oil of the field. Combustion tube tests and other thermo metric tests 
like thermo gravimetric analyzer (TGA) and differential scanning 
calorimeter (DSC) are usually used to test the feasibility of a process. 
Some of these tests show the feasibility of using in-situ combustion 
in heavy oil carbonate reservoirs. Akkutlu and Yortsus [17] the most 
significant operation problems affecting recovery from heavy oil 
reservoirs using vertical-vertical well pattern in situ combustion are: 

(a) Gravity segregation, or gas overriding, due to the difference between 
the gas and oil densities. (b) Channeling, due to the unfavorable rock 
heterogeneity. (c) Unfavorable gas/oil mobility ratio. THAI ‘Toe-to-
Heel Air Injection’ is EOR process which integrates in situ combustion 
and advanced horizontal well concepts [18]. In this process a 
horizontal well is used as oil producer at the bottom of the reservoir, 
and a vertical well is employed as air injector at the top and near the 
end (toe) of the horizontal well. The air injected into the vertical well 
generates the combustion front that burns part of the oil and releases 
heat. The heat reduces the oil viscosity inside the reservoir, which flows 
to the horizontal well at the bottom, due to gravity. The combustion 
front sweeps from the end of the horizontal producer (toe) up to the 
heel, leading to recoveries of oil up to 80%. Investigations [19] reveals 
that during the first hours of the operation the oil recovery from the 
fractured medium is higher due to ease of production from fracture 
while later production from the fractured medium will be limited to 
the production of oil from the matrix which is controlled by diffusion 
of the oxygen into the matrix and expansion of the oil from the matrix. 
On the other hand, early higher average temperature in the fracture 
compared to the unfractured block is an indication of higher amount 
of crude oil being burned during the combustion within the fracture 
media than that during the combustion in the matrix block occurring 
later in time. 

The higher rate of the front propagation in the fracture, as opposed 
to that in the matrix, causes the matrix to be preheated forward of its 
own combustion front. This preheating reduces oil viscosity and oil is 
transferred to the lower parts because of gravity drainage. As a result, 
low amount of oil will be present in the face contacting the matrix 
combustion front and thereby less coke will be generated. Lower coke 
deposition means lower front temperature. This reduces the average 
temperature and causes lower coke deposition. As a result, lower 
ultimate oil recovery would be achievable in the fractured reservoirs. 
Less opportunity is given for oxygen to diffuse into the matrix for 
higher fracture spacing and as a result the oil recovery is reduced and 
lower system temperature is attained [20].

Steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)

 Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) and its variations are 
technologies that have been recently considered as more effective in the 
recovery of heavy oil and bituminous sands [21]. The method involves 
two horizontal parallel wells vertically separated by a short distance, 
where the top well serves as steam injector and the bottom well picks up 
reservoir water, condensed water and heated oil. Gravity is the acting 
force in this process. When steam is continually injected at the top 
well, oil is heated up and forms a steam chamber that grows up and 
towards the surroundings. The temperature inside the steam chamber 
becomes essentially equal to the temperature of the injected steam. It 
is noticed that steam condenses at the interface with cold oil and heat 
is transferred to the oil. Then, heated oil and condensed water drain by 
gravity, until the producing horizontal well located at the bottom of 
the reservoir. 

In this process the steam chamber begins to grow upward 
approaching the reservoir top and later extends horizontally [22]. It 
may keep growing up with continuous steam injection. If the injector 
well is located very close to the producer, at the base of the reservoir, the 
vapor will tend to go up, and condensed fluids will go down. Therefore, 
the trend of the steam to flow directly to the producing well will be 
reduced. As a result, the SAGD process provides the drainage of a large 
area of the reservoir. This process depends mainly on the difference of 

Figure 3: Effect of fracture intensity on oil recovery of steam injection [15].
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densities between the steam chamber and the liquid phase, and also on 
the vertical effective permeability of the reservoir [23,24].

The consequences of this theory [25,26] refer to the growth of the 
steam chamber, which is necessary in oil production. In other words, 
the oil production happens while steam is injected, and the higher the 
steam temperature the higher will be the oil temperature, thus yielding 
higher oil production. 

Due to the fact that oil production in the SAGD process depends 
basically on gravity drainage, wells with large lengths guarantee 
good oil productions and, as a consequence, the project profitability 
is augmented. Compared to conventional steam injection, SAGD 
presents a very significant advantage: in continuous injection, oil is 
pushed to a cold region, and its mobility is low since it stays ahead of 
the steam zone. However, in the SAGD process, oil is drained in a flow 
which is approximately parallel to the steam chamber, still arriving 
at the producer at warm temperatures, and, consequently, with high 
mobility. Furthermore, the tendency of the steam to create a path 
through the oil is used in favor of the process [8,9].

In addition to the benefits of the gravity effects, this process 
foresees more systematic steam coverage of the reservoir, provides a 
larger contact of oil volume and keeps the oil warm during production. 
The SAGD performance can be significantly affected by the selection 
of the geometry and by the operational parameters [27]. Examples 
of this can be: vertical distance between wells, horizontal length of 
both injector and producer wells, presence of shale, permeability, oil 
viscosity, aquifer characteristics, gas cap, and others. 

SAGD in Sandstone heavy oil Reservoirs has been characterized 
quite well over the last years. However, there is huge carbonate heavy 
oil reserves in the world which their production can be enhanced by 
thermal recovery processes, especially by this process. Investigations 
[28] show that matrix permeability is expected to play important role 
in the process. Vertical fractures improve oil recovery compare to 
the disastrous effect of horizontal fractures. Vertical fractures density 
increase, improves SAGD oil recovery but horizontal fractures density 
increase restricts steam chamber development in reservoir. Near 
injection well horizontal fractures have less effect on recovery than 
far ones. In networked fractures, vertical fractures improve recovery 
achievable by horizontal fractures [29].

Vapor extraction (VAPEX)

 The vapor extraction (VAPEX) process, introduced by Butler 
and Mokrys as an alternative in-situ EOR method to SAGD, has been 
studied theoretically and experimentally in conventional, non-fractured 
systems. This process employs hydrocarbon vapors to extract bitumen 
or heavy oil, has been under development in recent years. The process 
involves the injection of solvent vapors or solvent mixtures containing 
non-condensable gas into the reservoir. The crude oil becomes diluted 
by dissolved solvents and drains downwards to the production well by 
gravity. One of the features of the VAPEX, that the stem processes do 
not have, is the improved quality of the produced oil due to the effect 
of de-asphalting [30].

This process is found to be promising alternative to thermal 
processes. On the other hand, considerable heavy oil resources are 
located in low-permeable, fractured carbonate reservoirs. However, 
little information is available on the performance of the VAPEX 
process in fractured reservoirs. The preliminary studies on the VAPEX 
process in fractured systems included a single block matrix surrounded 

by fractures. It was found that [31] due to differences in matrix and 
fracture permeability in the fractured system, the solvent first spreads 
through the fractures and then starts diffusing into matrix from all parts 
of the matrix. Thus, the solvent surrounds the oil bank, and oil rather 
than the solvent chamber forms and shrinks as the process proceeds. 
Also, it was found that the diffusion process becomes important and 
higher recoveries are obtained at low injection rates, provided sufficient 
time is given to the process. 

For a specific system, an optimization procedure is necessary to find 
the optimum solvent injection rate [32] from technical and economical 
points of view. Parameters that should be taken into account include 
dimensions of the system, rock and fluid properties, and breakthrough 
time of solvent. The higher diffusion coefficient can improve the final 
recovery factor, while the solvent penetration into the oil phase occurs 
faster. 

Previous simulation studies on the VAPEX process in fractured 
systems included single-block and multiple-block systems in which 
matrix blocks were surrounded by fracture networks. Results of these 
studies showed that the fracture network provides large area for solvent 
to distribute in the reservoir. This can be encouraging in application of 
the VAPEX process in low permeability carbonate reservoirs, where 
the fracture network provides potential flow paths for solvent flow 
into reservoir. In general, fractures are likely to enhance the process by 
improving the contact between solvent and oil contained in the matrix 
blocks. Also, fractures are likely to enhance the process by increasing 
the overall vertical permeability in the system. The important concern 
in this process when applied to fracture reservoirs is early solvent 
breakthrough through fracture network without efficient contact 
with heavy oil, which can reduce process efficiency and let the solvent 
escape out of the reservoir. Presence of thief zones in the reservoir can 
also affect the process, in that the solvent will flow out of reservoir 
without sufficient contact with heavy oil. The summery of previous 
investigations on VAPEX in fractured reservoirs is mentioned below: 
[33-36].

•	 Fracture network enhances the VAPEX process by improving 
the contact between solvent and oil contained in the matrix 
blocks.

•	 The fracture network reduces the instabilities in the system 
pressure and damps pressure surges in the system during the 
VAPEX process.

•	 The solvent traverse between fracture networks delays the onset 
of solvent breakthrough and provides more residence time for 
the solvent to be in contact with heavy oil.

•	 Under controlled conditions, existence of fracture network in 
low-permeability systems contributes and improves heavy oil 
production by VAPEX process.

•	 The well location is a critical issue when applying the VAPEX 
process in fractured systems and affects the oil and gas 
production.

•	 The higher fracture frequency causes higher oil recovery as 
shown in Figure 4 [35].

Expanding solvent-steam assisted gravity drainage (ES-
SAGD)

This process is a combination of solvent and steam injection that 
take advantage of the heat provided by steam and the miscibility offered 
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by the solvent [37]. This is a novel process that has already been tested 
in oil fields, resulting in improvement of oil rate production and steam 
oil ratio (SOR). This process requires less energy than conventional 
SAGD. 

The basic concept of ES-SAGD is to inject a light hydrocarbon 
additive at low concentration together with steam, in a process 
whereby the dominant force is gravity. The additive is selected in such 
way that can evaporate and condense at water conditions. In this way, 
solvent can condense with steam close to the steam chamber interface. 
The added hydrocarbon is injected in the vapor form. The condensed 
solvent dilutes in oil and, aided by the heat, reduces the oil viscosity in 
the reservoir [37].

The ES-SAGD process was developed to improve the energy 
efficiency and oil drainage of SAGD. In this process, a small amount of 
solvent with a vaporization temperature closely matching that of steam 
is co-injected with steam. As the solvent condenses with the steam 
along the boundary of the gas chamber, it dissolves in the bitumen 
thereby reducing its viscosity and increasing oil recovery rates. Use of 
solvent with steam during the pre-heat may enhance the subsequent 
ES-SAGD as the solvent can dissolve in the oil at the higher pressures 
and lower temperatures during the pre-heat [12]. The solvent can be 
injected intermittently with the steam or co-currently with the steam. 

Previous studies [24,35] were shown that vertical fractures 
improve oil recovery, but horizontal fractures restrict steam chamber 
development. Therefore vertical higher fractures density, improves 
oil recovery. Fracture network enhances the miscibility process by 
improving the contact between solvent and oil contained in the matrix 
blocks. 

Conclusion
Thermal oil recovery methods are used mainly in heavy oils or 

bituminous sands with the intention of reducing oil viscosity in the 
reservoir, increasing its mobility and allowing better displacement 
to the producing wells. The selected process always depends on 
reservoir characteristics, reservoir fluids, area and experience from 
similar reservoirs. Due to its complexity, numerical analyses, reservoir 
modeling and profitability analyses are always required in order to 
determine which process is more efficient in minimizing the amount 
of injected fluids.

Heavy oil production profitably by steam injection is a reality. 
Steam injection variations are being developed for reservoirs that were 

Figure 4: Effect of fracture spacing on oil production of VAPEX process [35].

considered unsuitable for steam injection only a short time ago. This 
has been possible because of advances in horizontal well drilling, and 
powerful computers. Steam injection is costly, and careful design and 
heat management are the keys to economic success. In situ combustion 
is a special process that may be applicable sometimes where steam is 
not applicable (e.g. thin and deep formations, bottom water, etc.).
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